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User-Level Privacy-Preserving Federated
Learning: Analysis and Performance
Optimization
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and H. Vincent Poor, Life Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—Federated learning (FL), as a type of collaborative machine learning framework, is capable of preserving private data from
mobile terminals (MTs) while training the data into useful models. Nevertheless, from a viewpoint of information theory, it is still possible
for a curious server to infer private information from the shared models uploaded by MTs. To address this problem, we first make use of
the concept of local differential privacy (LDP), and propose a user-level differential privacy (UDP) algorithm by adding artificial noise to
the shared models before uploading them to servers. According to our analysis, the UDP framework can realize (i , δi )-LDP for the i-th
MT with adjustable privacy protection levels by varying the variances of the artificial noise processes. We then derive a theoretical
convergence upper-bound for the UDP algorithm. It reveals that there exists an optimal number of communication rounds to achieve
the best learning performance. More importantly, we propose a communication rounds discounting (CRD) method. Compared with the
heuristic search method, the proposed CRD method can achieve a much better trade-off between the computational complexity of
searching and the convergence performance. Extensive experiments indicate that our UDP algorithm using the proposed CRD method
can effectively improve both the training efficiency and model quality for the given privacy protection levels.
Index Terms—Federated learning, differential privacy, communication round, mobile edge computing.
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I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH the dramatic development of the internet-ofthings (IoT), the amount of data originating from
intelligent devices is growing at unprecedented rates [1], [2].
Conventional machine learning (ML) is no longer capable of
efficiently processing such data in a centralized manner. To
address this challenge, several distributed ML architectures
have been proposed with different approaches of aggregating gradients or models [3]. However, data privacy and
confidentiality [4], [5], [6] are of concern in such approaches
as exchanged gradients or models usually contain clients’
sensitive information. One such distributed ML architecture
is federated learning (FL), which allows a decoupling of
data provision at end-user equipment (UE) and machine
learning model aggregation at a central server [7], [8]. In
FL, all mobile terminals (MTs) with the same data structure
collaboratively learn a shared model with the help of a server, i.e., training the model at MTs and aggregating model
parameters at the server. Owing to the local training, FL
does not require MTs to upload their private data, thereby
effectively reducing transmission overhead as well as pro-
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moting MTs’ privacy. As such, FL is applicable to a variety of
scenarios where data are either sensitive or expensive to be
transmitted to the server, e.g., health-care records, private
images, and personally identifiable information, etc. [9],
[10], [11].
Although FL can help prevent private data from being
exposed to the public, hidden adversaries may attack the
learning model by eavesdropping and analyzing the shared
parameters, e.g., via a reconstruction attack [12] or an inference attack [13]. For example, a malicious classifier may
reveal the features of the MTs’ data and reconstruct data
points from the FL training process [12]. Some designed
attack strategies can be found in recent studies. The work
in [14] recovered the private data based on the observation
that the gradient of weights is proportional to that of the
bias, and their ratio approximates the training input. The
work in [12] considered an untrusted server in FL and
proposed a generative adversarial network (GAN) based
reconstruction attack. Furthermore, this reconstruction attack utilized the shared model as the discriminator to train
a GAN [15] model that generates original samples of the
training data. In [13], Melis et al. demonstrated that the
shared models in FL may leak unintended information from
participants’ training data, and they developed passive and
active inference attacks to exploit this leakage. The work
in [16] showed that it is possible to obtain the private
training data from the publicly shared gradients, i.e., deep
leakage from gradient, which was empirically validated
on both computer vision and natural language processing
tasks. The work in [12] proposed a novel GAN framework
with a multi-task discriminator at the server side to attack
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user-level privacy, which can simultaneously discriminate
category, reality, and user identity of input samples. Therefore, it is challenging to preserve data contributors’ privacy
from [17].
Therefore, privacy-preserving ML has attracted intensive
attention in recent years, as the emergence of centralized
searchable data repositories and open data applications may
lead to the leakage of private information. The work in [3]
first proposed the concept of deep learning with DP, providing an evaluation criterion for privacy guarantees. The
work in [18] improved DP based stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) algorithms by carefully allocation of a privacy budget
at each training iteration. In [18], the privacy budget and
step size for each iteration are dynamically determined at
runtime based on the quality of the noisy statistics (e.g.,
gradient) obtained for the current training iteration. Privacy issues are also more critical in distributed ML. The
work in [19] introduced the notion of DP in distributed
ML and proposed a distributed online learning algorithm
to improve the learning performance for a given privacy
level. The work in [20] analyzed the privacy loss in a DPbased distributed ML framework, and provided the explicit
convergence performance. The work in [21] presented a theoretical analysis of DP-based SGD algorithms, and provided
an approach for analyzing the quality of ML models related
to the privacy level and the size of the datasets.
A formal treatment of privacy risks in FL calls for a holistic and interdisciplinary approach [22]. The work in [23]
proposed an FL algorithm based on a random sub-sampling
scheduling at each aggregation. This algorithm can achieve
good training performance at a given privacy level when
there are a sufficiently large number of participating MTs.
However, it cannot preserve MTs’ private information from
being exposed to a curious server. The work in [24] presented an alternative approach that utilizes both DP and
secure multiparty computation (SMC) to protect against
inference threats and produces models with high accuracy.
A key component of this work is the ability to reduce
noise by leveraging the SMC framework while considering
a customizable trust parameter, which will also consume
more communication and computing resources. The work
in [25] involved sketching algorithms, using hash functions
to compress the input data with bounded errors, to consider communication efficiency and privacy protection in
distributed learning. However, some of these approaches
cannot preserve MTs’ private information from being exposed to the curious server. Moreover, other approaches,
such as SMC and sketching algorithms, can consume large
amounts of communications and computer resources.
To solve these challenges, it is important to design an
effective algorithm to mitigate the privacy concerns for
data sharing without deteriorating the quality of trained
FL models. In this paper, in order to prevent information
leakage from the shared model parameters and improve the
training efficiency, we develop a novel privacy-preserving
FL framework, termed the user-level differential privacy
(UDP) algorithm. Furthermore, we develop a theoretical
convergence bound for this UDP algorithm and design a
novel online optimization method to achieve better convergence performance compared with the original UDP
algorithm.

2

Specifically, the contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

•

•

•

•

We introduce a novel privacy-preserving FL framework, namely the user-level differential privacy (UDP) algorithm, using the concept of local differential
privacy (LDP) and verify that this UDP framework
can realize (i , δi )-LDP for the i-th MT for iterative
learning model exchange with a curious server based
on our analysis.
We enhance a standard differential privacy (DP)
mechanism (the moments accountant method) and
analyze the sensitivity for each MT under the LDP
definition. Then, we prove that the training process
of the i-th MT satisfies the requirement of (i , δi )LDP for different privacy levels by properly adapting
their variances of Gaussian noise added to the model
updates.
We also show that there exists an optimal number
of communication rounds in terms of convergence
performance for a given privacy level. This property demonstrates that we need to have a new look
at communication rounds. Thus, we design an online optimization method, termed communication
rounds discounting (CRD), which can obtain a better
tradeoff between complexity and convergence performance compared with the original UDP algorithm
and an offline heuristic search method.
We conduct extensive experiments on real-word
datasets and the experimental results validate that
our CRD method in UDP can achieve performance
equivalent to that of offline search in terms of loss
function values, but with a much lower complexity.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
threat model and background on LDP and FL are presented
in Section 2. Then, we provide the details of the proposed
UDP algorithm and the privacy analysis in Section 3, and
present the noise recalculation and CRD methods in Section 4. The analytical and experimental results are shown in
Section 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2

P RELIMINARIES

In this section, we first present the FL framework and the
threat model, and then introduce the basic knowledge of
(, δ)-LDP.
2.1

Federated Learning

Let us consider a general FL system consisting of a centralized server and U MTs. Let Di denote the local dataset
held by MT Ci , where U = {1, 2, . . . , U } and i ∈ U . For
all participants, the objective is to learn a global model over
data that resides at the U associated MTs. Formally, this FL
task can be expressed as

w∗ = arg min F (D, w),

(1)

w

P
where F (D, w) = i∈U pi Fi (Di , w), Fi (·) is the
P local loss
function of the i-th MT, pi = |Di |/|D| ≥ 0 with i∈U pi = 1,
|Di | is the number
of data samples in the i-th MT’s dataset
P
and |D| =
i∈U |Di | is the total number of data samples
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TABLE 1
Summary of Main Notation
M
x, x0
, δ
i , δi
Ci
Di
Di,m
D
|·|
U
U
K
K
t
T
w
F (w)
Fi (w)
wti
e ti
w
w0
wt
w∗

A randomized mechanism for LDP
Adjacent databases
The parameters related to the original LDP
The parameters related to LDP for the i-th MT
The i-th MT
The dataset held by the owner Ci
The m-th sample in Di
The dataset held by all the MTs
The cardinality of a set
The set of all users
Total number of all users (U = |U|)
The set of chosen MTs
The number of chosen MTs (K = |K|)
The index of the t-th communication round
The number of communication rounds
The vector of model parameters
Global loss function
Local loss function from the i-th MT
Local training parameters of the i-th MT
Local training parameters after adding noises
Initial parameters of the global model
Global parameters generated from local
parameters at the t-th communication round
The optimal parameters that minimize F (w)

in all MTs’ datasets, respectively. Generally, the local loss
functions Fi (·) are given by local empirical risks and have
the same expression for various MTs. At the server, K MTs
are chosen and a model aggregation is performed over
their uploaded models. In particular, w is the global model
parameter, given by
X
pi w i ,
(2)
w=
i∈K

where wi is the parameter vector trained at the i-th MT,
K is a subset of U , with K MTs out of U MTs chosen
for participating in the model aggregation, respectively. To
facilitate analysis on the privacy performance, in this paper,
we adopt a low complexity method, termed K -user random
scheduling, in which K MTs are randomly chosen from all
the MTs.
2.2

Threat Model

In this paper, we assume that the server is honest-butcurious, which means it will strictly follow the FL rule,
but may recover the training datasets [12] or infer private
features [13] based on the local uploaded parameters. Concretely, this curious server can train a GAN framework,
e.g., multi-task GAN-AI [12], which may simultaneously
discriminates category, reality, and user identity of input
samples. This novel discrimination on user identity enables
the generator to recover users’ private data. In addition, this
curious server may also be interested in learning whether
a given sample belongs to the training datasets, which
can be inferred by utilizing the difference between model
outputs from training and non-training this sample [26]. For
example, when FL is conducting a clinical experiment, a
participant may not want the observer to know whether he
is involved in this experiment (a MT may contain several
individuals’ records). However, the adversary may link
the test results to the appearance or disappearance of this

3

participant, and then possibly inflict harm to this person.
Therefore, our threat model is reasonable and realistic.
2.3

Local Differential Privacy

DP mechanism with parameters  and δ provides a strong
criterion for the privacy preservation of distributed data
processing systems. Here,  > 0 is the distinguishable bound
of all outputs on neighboring datasets x, x0 in a database
X , and δ represents the probability of the event that the
ratio of the probabilities for two adjacent datasets x, x0
cannot be bounded by e after adding a privacy-preserving
mechanism. With an arbitrarily given δ , a larger  gives a
clearer distinguishability of neighboring datasets and hence
a higher risk of privacy violation. Now, we will formally
define LDP as follows.
Definition 1. ((, δ)-LDP [27]): A randomized mechanism M
satisfies (, δ)-DP: X → R with domain X and range R,
for all measurable sets S ⊆ R and any two adjacent
datasets x, x0 ∈ X , we have
Pr[M(x) ∈ S] ≤ e Pr[M(x0 ) ∈ S] + δ.

(2)

In this paper, we choose the Gaussian mechanism that
adopts L2 norm sensitivity. It adds zero-mean Gaussian
noise with variance σ 2 I in each coordinate of the function
output s(x) as

M(x) = s(x) + N (0, σ 2 I),

(3)

where I is an identity matrix and has the same size with
s(x). The sensitivity of the function s can be expressed as

∆s = max
ks(x) − s(x0 )k2 ,
0
x,x ∈X

(4)

which gives an upper bound on how much we must perturb
its output considering preserving privacy. It satisfies (, δ)LDP when we properly select the value of σ .

3

P RIVACY A NALYSIS

In this section, we first propose a user-level differential privacy (UDP) algorithm in FL against the curious server. Then,
we develop a method for analyzing the privacy loss moment
by improving the conventional analysis approach [3]. Based
on our improved method, we are able to accurately calculate
the standard deviation (STD) of additive noises in UDP to
guarantee (i , δi )-LDP for the i-th MT.
3.1

User-level DP

In this subsection, to prevent information leakage from
uploaded parameters, we will introduce a UDP algorithm,
which borrows the concept of LDP. Our UDP algorithm is
outlined in Algorithm 1 for training an effective model with
the (i , δi )-LDP guarantee for the i-th MT. We can note that
all MTs have their own privacy parameters i and δi . We
denote by T the number of communication rounds, by w0
the initial global parameter, by σi the STD of additive noises
for the i-th MT, by t the index of the current communication
round and by q the random sampling ratio (q = K/U ).
At the beginning, the server broadcasts the initiate global
parameter w0 and T to all MTs. Then, K active MTs are chosen and train the model parameters by using local datasets
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with preset terminal conditions, respectively. During the
local training, the local gradients g ti,m , ∀m ∈ {1, . . . , |Di |}
are clipped by the threshold C . After the local training,
the i-th MT, ∀i ∈ K, will add noises to the trained model
parameters wt+1
, in which σi2 is the variance of artificial
i
noises and this value is calculated by the i-th MT according
to the privacy level (i , δi ), sampling ratio q and the number
of communication rounds T . When all active MTs finish
local training process, they are required to upload the noised
e t+1
parameters w
to the server for aggregation.
i
Then, the server updates the global parameters wt+1 by
aggregating the local parameters integrated with different
weights according to (2) and broadcasts them to the MTs.
The accuracy of each MT will be estimated based on the
received global parameters wt+1 using local testing datasets. If preset terminal conditions are not satisfied, all MTs
will start the next round of training process based on these
updated global parameters. In detail, when the aggregation
time reaches a preset number of communication rounds T ,
our UDP completes and returns wT . Owing to the local
perturbations, it will be difficult for the honest-but-curious
server to infer private features of the i-MT. In this case, in
order to effectively protect the i-th MT privacy, the STD of
additive noises will be analyzed according to the concept of
(i , δi )-LDP in the following sections.

4

3.2

Bound of the Moment

Before calculating the STD σi of the additive noises, we will
first enhance the classic moments accountant method in [3].
According to [3], using Gaussian mechanism, we can define
privacy loss of i-th MT after T communication rounds in
our UDP algorithm by
!
T


X
c , exp αT (λ) = exp
α(λ) ,
(5)
t=1

where the moment generating function α(λ) is given by

α(λ) , ln(max{Dν1 ,ν0 , Dν0 ,ν1 }),

λ is any positive integer, ν0 denotes the Gaussian probability
density function (PDF) of N (0, σi2 ), ν1 denotes the mixture
of two Gaussian distributions qN (∆`, σi2 )+(1−q)N (0, σi2 ),
q = K/U is the random sampling ratio in UDP algorithm
(means that all MTs have the same probability to be selected
in the aggregation) and ∆` denotes the sensitivity of the local training process `, respectively. The expression of Dν1 ,ν0
and Dν0 ,ν1 can be written as
 λ
 λ+1
ν1
ν1
Dν1 ,ν0 = Ez∼ν1
= Ez∼ν0
,
(7)
ν0
ν0
and


Dν0 ,ν1 = Ez∼ν0
Algorithm 1: User-level DP (UDP)
Data: The number of communication rounds T , the
initial global parameter w0 , the sample ratio
q = K/U , the clipping threshold C and the LDP
parameters (i , δi ) for all MTs
1 Initialize: t = 0
0
2 The server broadcasts w and T to all MTs
3 while t < T do
4
for i ∈ K do
5
Update the local gradients:
6
g ti,m (Di,m ) = ∇wt Fi (Di,m , wt ), where
m ∈ {1, . . . , |Di |};
7
Clip the local gradients:
8
g ti,m (Di,m ) =



g ti,m (Di,m )/ max 1,

9

10

11
12
13
14

kg ti,m (Di,m )k2
C

;

Update the local parameters:
P|Di |
wt+1
= wt − |D1i | m=1
ηg ti,m (Di,m );
i
Calculate σi according to LDP parameters
(i , δi ):
e t+1
w
= wt+1
+ N (0, σi2 I);
i
i
upload noised parameters to the server;
Update the global parameters wt+1 as
P
e t+1
wt+1 =
pi w
;
i
i∈K

18

The server broadcasts the global parameters
for Ci ∈ {C1 , C2 , . . . , CU } do
Test the aggregating parameters wt+1 ;
using local dataset

19

t = t + 1;

15
16
17

Result: wT

(6)

ν0
ν1

λ



= Ez∼ν0

ν1
ν0

−λ

.

(8)

However, the derivations in [3] for the bound of moments can only be applied for the rigorous constraint
1
. To tackle this problem, we propose Lemma 1 to
q ≤ 16σ
i
further bound the moment.
Lemma 1. Considering two Gaussian distributions ν0 and
ν1 used in the moments accountant method, they satisfy
the following relationship:

Dν1 ,ν0 ≥ Dν0 ,ν1 .

(9)

Proof: See Appendix A.
Note that the only difference between the Dν1 ,ν0 and
Dν0 ,ν1 is the factor of λ + 1 and −λ on the exponent.
With Lemma 1, we can directly obtain that α(λ) = Dν1 ,ν0 . In
this way, we can calculate the privacy loss by bound Dν1 ,ν0 ,
1
. In the following
which can relax the constraint q ≤ 16σ
i
subsection, we will derive the STD of the Gaussian noises
added in the UDP algorithm with Lemma 1.
3.3

User-level Noise Calculation

With the sensitivity and the bound of the moment, we can
design the Gaussian mechanism N (0, σi ) for the i-th MT
with (i , δi )-LDP requirement in terms of the sampling ratio
q = K/U and the number of communication rounds T . The
STD of the Gaussian noises can be derived according to the
following theorem.
Theorem 1. Given the sampling ratio q and the number
of communication rounds T , to guarantee (i , δi )-LDP
for the i-th MT, the STD of noises σi from Gaussian
mechanism should satisfy
p
∆` 2qT ln(1/δi )
,
(10)
σi =
i
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where ∆` is the sensitivity of the local training process
and `(·) denotes the local training process.
Proof: In this proof, we first need to calculate the
sensitivity of the local training process defined by (4). According to the definition of LDP, we consider two adjacent
datasets Di , Di0 ∈ X in the i-th MT, where Di and Di0 have
the same size, and only differ by one sample. Consequently,
for the i-th MT with the training dataset Di , the t-th local
training process can be written into the following form:

wt+1
= `(Di , wt ),
i

Considering inequation (17), we know
2
1
i σi2
λ+ −
2 T q∆`2

2
T q∆s2 1
i σi2
−
. (18)
−
2σi2
2 T q∆`2

T qλ(λ + 1)∆`2
T q∆`2
−
λ
=
i
2σi2
2σi2

When setting λ =


ln

(11)

Therefore, the sensitivity of the local training process can be
given as

∆` =

max
k`(Di , wt ) − `(Di0 , wt )k.
0

(12)

Di ,Di ∈X

Assuming that the batch size in the local training is equal to
the number of training samples, we have
|Di |

∆` =

η X
max
g ti,m (Di,m )
0
∈X
|Di | m=1 Di,m ,Di,m
0
−g ti,m (Di,m
)

(13)

2ηC
,
≤
|Di |

where C is the clipping threshold to bound kg ti,m k.
Then, we need to calculate the privacy loss using the
moments account method. Hence, the λ-th moment α(λn )
can be expressed as (6). Here, we want to bound Dν0 ,ν1 and
Dν1 ,ν0 . Based on Lemma 1, we only need to bound Dν1 ,ν0
and have
 λ
ν1
Dν1 ,ν0 = Ez∼ν1
ν0
!λ+1
Z +∞
2z∆`−∆`2
2σ 2
i
dz
=
ν0 1 − q + qe
−∞

Z

+∞

=

ν0
−∞

=

l=0

λ+1
X
l=0

λ+1
X


l(2z∆`−∆`2 )
λ+1
λ+1−l l
2σ 2
i
dz
(1 − q)
qe
l


l(l−1)∆`2
λ+1
2
(1 − q)λ+1−l q l e 2σi
l

≤

1 − q + qe

Assuming

λ∆`2
2σi2

Dν1 ,ν0 ≤ e

λ∆`2
2σ 2
i

!λ+1

≤e



−1

.
(14)

 1 for λ ∈ [1, T ], we have




2
2
4
q(λ+1) λ∆`2 +O λ ∆`
4
2σ

i

4σ
i

≈e

qλ(λ+1)∆`2
2σ 2
i

.

(15)

We use the above moments and have
T
X

T qλ(λ + 1)∆`2
αT (λ) ≤
α(λ, σi ) =
.
2σi2
t=1
Using the tail bound by moments [3], we have


T qλ(λ + 1)∆`2
δi = min exp
− λi .
λ
2σi2

(17)


2
T q∆`2 1
i σi2
−
2σi2
2 T q∆`2
i
T q∆`2
2 σ 2
− + i i 2.
=
2
8σi
2
2T q∆`

≤

T qλ(λ + 1)∆`2
− λi < 0.
2σi2
Combine inequation (20), we can bound ln (1/δ) as
 
1
i
2 σ 2
2i σi2
ln
<− + i i 2 <
.
δi
4
2T q∆`
2T q∆`2

(19)

(20)

(21)

Therefore, we can choose σi satisfies (10) to guarantee
(i , δi )-DP in the FL framework.
Theorem 1 quantifies the relation between the noise level
σi and the privacy level i . It shows that for a fixed perturbation σi on model parameters, a larger q leads to a weaker
√
privacy guarantee (i.e., a larger q/i ). This is indeed true
since when more MTs are involved in computing w at each
communication round, there will be a larger probability of
information leakage for each MT. Also, for a given i , a
larger T in the total training process lead to a higher chance
of information leakage because the observer may obtain
more information for training datasets. Furthermore, for a
given privacy protection level i and T , a larger value of
q leads to a larger value of σi , which helps reduce the i-th
MT concerns on participating in FL because the i-th MT are
allowed to add more noise to the trained local models. This
requires us to choose the parameters carefully in order to
have a reasonable privacy level.

D ISCOUNTING M ETHOD IN UDP

In this section, we first introduce the property that there
exists an optimal number of communication rounds in the
UDP algorithm. Based on this property, we propose a CRD
method to improve convergence performance in the training
process. Then, we provide a noise calculation method for obtaining the STD of the additive noises in the case of varying
T during the FL training. Finally, we will summarize our
proposed CRD algorithm.
4.1

(16)



− 21 , we have

Since δi ∈ (0, 1), we can obtain

4

λ∆`2
2
q(λ+1)e 2σi



1
δi

i σi2
T q∆`2



Performance Analysis for UDP

First, we start with the essential assumption of on the global
PU
loss function F (·) defined by F (·) , i=1 pi Fi (·), and the
i-th local loss function Fi (·) for the analysis, which can be
satisfied normally.
Assumption 1. We assume the following conditions for the
loss function of all MTs:
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1)
2)

3)

4)
5)

6

Fi (w) is convex;
Fi (w) satisfies the Polyak-Lojasiewicz condition
with the positive parameter µ, which implies that
1
F (w) − F (w∗ ) ≤ 2µ
k∇F (w)k2 , where w∗ is the
optimal result;
Fi (w) is L-Lipschitz smooth, i.e., for any w, w0 ,
k∇Fi (w) − ∇Fi (w0 )k ≤ Lkw − w0 k, where L is a
constant determined by the practical loss function;
η ≤ L1 , where η is the learning rate;
For any i and w, k∇Fi (w) − ∇F (w)k ≤ εi and
E{εi } = ε, where εi is the divergence metric.

Based on the above assumptions and Theorem 1, we can
obtain the following result which characterizes the convergence performance of the UDP algorithm.
Theorem 2. To guarantee (i , δi )-DP for all MTs, the convergence upper bound of the UDP algorithm after T
communication rounds is given by
E{F (wT )} − F (w∗ ) ≤ AT (F (w0 ) − F (w∗ ))
T

+ (1 − A )

U
κ0 T K X ln(1/δi ) κ1 U (U − K)
+
U 2 i=1
2i
K(U − 1)

!

,
(22)

where A = 1 − 2µη + µη 2 L, κ0 =

2

L ∆`
µ

2

and κ1 =

2

η L2 ε
2µ .

Proof: See Appendix B.
From Theorem 2, we can find an explicit tradeoff between convergence performance and privacy: When privacy
guarantee is weak (large values of i and δi , and small
PU ln(1/δi )
values of
), the convergence bound will be
i=1
2i
small, which indicates a tight convergence to the optimal
weights. From our assumptions, we know that ηL ≤ 1 and
obtain A < 1. Then, we show the process on discovering the
relationship between the convergence upper bound and the
number of total MTs U , the number of participant MTs K
and the number of communication rounds T . We find that
the number of communication rounds T is a key factor, and
then obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3. There exists an optimal number of communication rounds to achieve the best learning performance for
the given i , ∀i ∈ U , and a sufficiently large U .
Proof: With a slight abuse of notation, we consider
continuous values of U ≥ 1, 1 ≤ K ≤ U and T ≥ 1. Let
h(U, K, T ) denote the right hand side (RHS) of (59) and we
have

∂ 2 h(U, K, T, i )
2
T
= A ln A F (w0 ) − F (w∗ )
∂T 2

U
U
κ0 T K X ln(1/δi ) κ1 (U − K) κ0 T K X ln(1/δi )
−
−
−
.
U 2 i=1
2i
K(U − 1) U ln A i=1
2i
(23)
It can be seen that the first term and fourth term of on the
RHS of (23) are always positive. When U and K are set to
PU ln(1/δ )
be large enough, and i=1 2 i is small (proper privacy
i
guarantee), we can see that the second term of on the RHS
∂ 2 h(U,T,i )
of (23) is small. In this case, we have
> 0 and the
∂T 2
upper bound is convex for T .

Then we consider the condition K = U , we have

∂ 2 h(U, T, i )
2
T
=
A
ln
A
F (w0 ) − F (w∗ )
∂T 2

U
U
κ0 T X ln(1/δi )
κ0 T X ln(1/δi )
−
−
.
U i=1
2i
U ln A i=1
2i
If U is set to be large enough, and
have

∂ 2 h(U,T,i )
∂T 2

PU

i=1

ln(1/δi )
2i

(24)

is small, we

> 0 and the upper bound is convex for T .

In more detail, a larger T has a negative impact on the
model quality by increasing the amount of noise added
in each communication round for a given i , ∀i ∈ U (in
line with (59)), but it also has a positive impact on the
convergence because it reduces the loss function value with
more iterations.
According to our analysis above, there exists an optimal
value of T for given privacy levels i , ∀i ∈ U . However, this
optimal value cannot be derived directly, since some parameters of the loss function are difficult to obtain accurately.
One possible method for obtaining the optimal T is through
exhaustive search, i.e., try different value of T and choose
the one with the highest convergence performance as the
practical value in use. The time complexity of the exhaustive
search method is determined by the searching interval and
a smaller interval means a larger complexity but a higher
performance. Hence, exhaustive search is time-consuming
and computationally complex. In the next section, we will
propose an efficient algorithm for finding a good value of T
to achieve a high convergence performance.
4.2

Proposed Discounting Communication Rounds

Based on the analysis above, we can note that an improper
value of T will damage the performance of the UDP algorithm. Hence, if we reduce the value of T slightly when
the training performance stops improving, we can obtain a
smaller STD as well as improving the training performance.
Therefore, we design a CRD algorithm by adjusting the
number of communication rounds T with a discounting
method during the training process to achieve a better
convergence performance. The training process of such a
CRD algorithm in UDP contains following steps:

•
•

•

Initialization: The server broadcasts the initial parameters (i.e., w0 and T ) to all MTs;
Step 1: Local training: All active MTs locally compute
training parameters with local datasets and the global parameter. In order to prove the DP guarantee, the
influence of each individual example on local gradients should be bounded with a clipping threshold C .
Each gradient vector will be clipped in L2 norm, i.e.,
the i-th local gradient vector g ti at the t-th commugt
nication round is replaced by g ti / max(1, k Ci k). We
can remark that parameter clipping of this form is a
popular ingredient of ML for non-privacy reasons;
Step 2: Noise calculation: Each MT obtain the STD σi
of artificial Gaussian noise using the proposed noise
calculation method (introduced in the following subsection);
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Fig. 1. The training process of our proposed UDP algorithm with CRD method at the t-th communication round. As shown in the figure, we have
8 steps in each communication round. Our algorithm will recalculate the value of T (the updated T is generally less than the previous one) when
the training performance stops improving. The advantages of our algorithm are as follows. First, we can obtain a smaller T , i.e., less training time,
compared with the conventional UDP-based FL. Second, we can achieve a better convergence performance (due to less noise added to the model)
while keeping the DP level unchanged.

•

•
•
•

•

•

Step 3: Noise adding: Each MT add artificial Gaussian
noise with a certain STD to the local trained parameters in order to guarantee (i , δi )-LDP;
Step 4: Parameter uploading: All active MTs upload
the noised parameters to the server for aggregation;
Step 5: Model aggregation: The server performs aggregation over the uploaded parameters from MTs;
Step 6: Model broadcasting: The server broadcasts the
aggregated parameters and the number of communication rounds T to all MTs;
Step 7: Model updating: All MTs update their respective models with the aggregated parameters, then
test the performance of the updated models and
upload the performance to the server;
Step 8: Communication rounds discounting: When the
convergence performance stops improving by the
following decision V(wt ) − V(wt+1 ) < ζ and ζ is the
threshold, the discounting method will be triggered
in the server, where V(wt ) is the test loss by the
model wt . The server will obtain a smaller T than
the previous one with a linear discounting factor β
and an integer value by T = bβ(T −t)c+t. This factor
can control the decaying speed of T . The FL process
will be completed when the aggregation time reaches
the preset T .

First, we can note that the value of ζ will have an impact
on the number of communications T and not affect the
convergence and the privacy guarantee directly. Then, the
value of ζ is to predict whether the training process is
stopping and determine when to trigger the discounting
method (adjust the number of communications). In the

conventional machine learning, a threshold is common to
predict whether the training process is stopping. Therefore,
in our experiments, we adopt a small positive value 0.001
as the value of ζ . Moreover, in this method, the value of
T is determined iteratively to ensure a high convergence
performance in FL training. Obviously, when the value of T
is adjusted, we must calculate a new STD of additive noises
in terms of previous training process. The diagrammatic
expression of this method is shown in Fig. 1. Therefore,
we will develop a noise calculation method to update the
STD of additive noises and T alternately in the following
subsection.
4.3

Noise Calculation for Varying T

Now, let t be the index of the current communication round
and σiτ (0 ≤ τ ≤ t − 1) be the STD of additive noises for
the i-th MT at the τ -th communication round. In our CRD
algorithm, with a new T , if t is greater than T , the training
process will stop. If t is less than T , we need to calculate
the STD of noises and add them on the local parameters in
the following communication round. Considering this, we
obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4. After t (0 ≤ t < T ) communication rounds and
a new T , the STD of additive noises for the i-th MT to
guarantee (i , δi )-LDP can be given as
 12



σit = 


2i

2q∆`2 ln δ1
i

T −t
Pt−1
 −
τ =0

1
(σiτ )2


 .


(25)
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8

Proof: Using the above definition of moments (16) and
a preset value of T , we have
T
X

αT (λ) ≤

α(λ) =

τ =1

+

t
X
qλ(λ + 1)∆`2
2(σiτ )2
τ =1

T
−t
X
τ =1

qλ(λ + 1)∆`2
2σi2

t
X
(T − t)qλ(λ + 1)∆`2
qλ(λ + 1)∆`2
+
.
=
τ
2
2(σi )
2σi2
τ =1

Using the tail bound by moments [3], we have


δ = min exp αT (λ) − λi .

(26)

(27)

λ

11

Because of
t
X

q∆`2
min{α (λ) − λi } = −
8

1
T −t
+
τ
2
(σi )
σi2
τ =1

T

2i
i
P
+ −
t
1
2
2q∆`2
τ =1 (σ τ )2 +
i

where λ = − 21 +

i σi2
.

Pt
σ2
i
2
q∆`
τ 2 +T −t
τ =1

T −t
σi2

12

!

,

1
ln
δi



14

(28)

t
X

q∆`2
≤
8
+

1
T −t
τ )2 + σ 2
(σ
i
i
τ =1

2i
P
t
1
2q∆`2
τ =1 (σ τ )2 +
i

T −t
σi2

2i

<
2q∆`2

P
t

1

τ =1

(σiτ )2

+

T −t
σi2

.

Then, we can set (25) to guarantee (i , δi )-DP for the following training.
In Theorem 4, we can obtain a proper STD of the additive
noises based on the previous training process and the value
of T . From this result, we can find that if we have large STDs
(strong privacy guarantee) in the previous t − 1 training
processes, i.e., σiτ is large, the calculated STD will be small
(weak privacy guarantee), i.e., σit is small.
We can also note that if the value of T is not changed
in this communication round, the value of STD will remain
unchanged. Considering σit , σit+1 and unchanged T , from
equation (25), we can obtain

 21

σit+1 = 


2i

T −t−1
Pt
  −
τ =0
1

2q∆`2 ln

δi

1
(σiτ )2


 ,


18
19

t = t + 1;

20

(29)

(30)

for Ci ∈ {C1 , C2 , . . . , CU } do
Test the aggregating parameters wt+1 ;
using local dataset
if V(wt ) − V(wt+1 ) < ζ then
Update the preset value of T :
T = bβ(T − t)c + t;

17

i
−
2


15
16

Therefore, we have
!

Aggregate received model parameters:
P
e t+1
wt+1 =
pi w
;
i
i∈K

13

(σ )
i



Algorithm 2: UDP with CRD Method
Input: The value of an initial T , LDP parameters
(i , δi ), clipping threshold C and discounting
factor β (β < 1).
0
1 Initialize: t = 0 and w
2 while t < T do
3
Broadcast: wt and T to all MTs
4
for ∀i ∈ K do
5
Calculate the STD of additive noises using (25);
6
Locally train with clipping gradients:
7
wt+1
= `(Di , wt );
i
8
Add (i , δi )-LDP noise:
e t+1
9
w
= wti + N (0, σit I);
i
10
Upload noised parameters to the server;

4.4

return wT

Complexity Analysis

The main difference between the proposed training protocol in Algorithm 1 and the conventional algorithm
is the gradients clipping, noise computing and noise
adding. During the training process in Algorithm 1,
each MT needs to clip the gradients
by the equation


g ti,m (Di,m ) = g ti,m (Di,m )/ max 1,

kg ti,m (Di,m )k2
C

which takes O(s(w)) time, where s(w) is the size of w.
We can note that this clipping process will compare the
norm of gradients and the clipping threshold C to bound
the gradients.
The noise computing can be expressed as
√
∆`

2qT ln(1/δ )

i
and takes O(1) time, which can be
σi =
i
obtained directly when all required parameters are ready. Fie t+1
nally, the noise adding is given by w
= wt+1
+N (0, σi2 I),
i
i
where the complexity is governed by the size of model
parameters and is O(s(w)).
Meanwhile, Algorithm 2 has improved the noise computing and added the adjusting process for the number
of communication rounds (T ) compared with Algorithm
1. Therefore, the noise computing in Algorithm 2 can be

 12
t−1
P 1
1
2i
t
given by σi = (T − t) 2 / 2q∆`2 ln( 1 ) −
and
(σ τ )2
δi

and

2i
2q∆`2

ln

 −
1
δi

t−1
X

1
T −t
2.
τ )2 =
(σ
(σit )
i
τ =0

(31)

Substituting equation (31) into equation (30), we have
σit+1 = σit , which is in line with our analysis. In this case, we
summarize the detailed steps of the UDP with CRD method
in Algorithm 2.

locally,

τ =0

i

obtained directly when all required parameters are ready.
Moreover, the adjusting process for the number of communication rounds T only needs few computing resources.
Both processes only need O(1) time.
In summary, the time complexity analysis of the proposed training protocols, i.e., Algorithm 1 and Algorithm
2, is O(s(w)). Furthermore, the proposed training protocols
consume few more computing resources.
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E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of our analytical
results for different learning tasks. Then, we evaluate our
proposed CRD method in UDP algorithm, and demonstrate
the effectiveness of various parameter settings, such as the
privacy level, the initial value of T and discounting factor.
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Fig. 4. Value of the loss function under various T using the UDP
algorithm with the SVM model. (a) U = 50, K = 50 (q = 1). (b)
U = 50, K = 30 (q = 0.6).
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Fig. 2. The comparison of our bound and real value of divergence in (15).
(a) q = 0.9, |Di | = 800, U = 50. (b) q = 0.1, |Di | = 800, U = 50. (c)
q = 0.9, |Di | = 400, U = 50. (d) q = 0.9, |Di | = 800, U = 200.

In this subsection, we first describe our numerical validation of the bound compared with the real value in (15) with
σi = 0.01 by varying λ from 1 to 100. In Fig. 2 (a), we set
q = 0.9, |Di | = 800, ∀i, and U = 50. In our validation, our
bound is close but always higher than the real divergence.
We also did tests for cases such as a smaller sampling ratio
q = 0.1, a smaller size of local datasets |Di | = 400, ∀i,
and a larger number of MTs U = 200 in Fig. 2 (b), (c) and
(d), respectively. We find that the empirical bound always
holds and closes under the given conditions, especially for
a large enough |Di |. Therefore, we have the conjecture that
our bound is a valid for the analytical moments accountant
of sampled Gaussian mechanism and seek its formal proof
in our future work.
5.2

Experimentation Setup

We evaluate the training of three different machine learning
models on different datasets, namely support vector machine (SVM) on the IPUMS-US dataset, multi-layer perceptron (MLP) on the standard MNIST dataset and the convolutional neural network (CNN) on the CIFAR-10 dataset,
respectively.
Models and Datasets Description. The models include
SVM, MLP and CNN, which are detailed as follows.
1) SVM is trained on the IPUMS-US dataset, which are
census data extracted from [18] and contain 40000 individual records with 58 attributes including age, education
level and so on. The categorical attributes in the dataset
are denoted by various integers. The label of each sample

Fig. 5. Value of the loss function under various T and privacy levels
using the NN model based UDP algorithm with U = K = 50 (q = 1).

describes whether the annual income of this individual is
over 25k. In this model, the loss function is given by

κ
kwk22 + max{ym − w> Di,m , 0},
(32)
2
where κ > 0 is a regularization coefficient, Di,m is the mth sample in Di , Di is the dataset of i-th MT and ym ∈
{+1, −1} for m ∈ {1, . . . , |Di |}.
2) MLP is trained using SGD consisting of single hidden
layer with 256 hidden units, where ReLU units and softmax
of 10 classes (corresponding to the 10 digits) are applied.
We use the cross-entropy loss function and conduct experiments on the standard MNIST dataset for handwritten digit
recognition consisting of 60000 training examples and 10000
testing examples [28]. Each example is a 28 × 28 size graylevel image of handwritten digits from 0 to 10. In Fig. 3,
we show several samples of the standard MNIST dataset
with a visual illustration via MLP. The left figure and right
figure in Fig. 3 are derived from the original FL model and
UDP model, respectively. The visual results of MLP based
FL with the interpretability technique are corresponding to
the digit 0 ∼ 9 under the original FL and UDP based FL,
respectively. Basically speaking, these subfigures show that
F (w) =
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10

Fig. 3. Visual illustration of the standard MNIST dataset via MLP, in which the left is original FL model and the right is the model trained by UDP
algorithm. Basically speaking, these subfigures show the typical digits that are learned by the machine models with the original FL generates less
noisy digits than the UDP based FL.

FL framework. In the following experiments, we utilize the
method in [29] and choose C by taking the median of
the norms of the unclipped parameters over the course of
training.
2.2
T = 300
T = 250
T = 200
T = 150

2

Loss Function Value

1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6

Fig. 6. Value of the loss function under various T and privacy levels
using the NN model based UDP algorithm with U = 50 and K = 30
(q = 0.6).
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Fig. 7. Value of loss function using the UDP algorithm with CRD method
(β = 0.9) with various initial values of T .

(a) U = 50, K = 50

2.5

1

0.5

Original UDP
Lei's Approach
UDP with CRD
Optimal UDP

2

Loss Function Value

1.5

0

(b) U = 50, K = 30

2.5

Original UDP
Lei's Approach
UDP with CRD
Optimal UDP

2

Loss Function Value

a digit understood by the machine model with the original
FL are more distinct than the UDP based FL.
3) CNN is trained using SGD consisting of single convolutional layer with the convolutional kernel size 5 and the
padding size 4, where ReLU units and softmax of 10 classes
are applied. We also use the cross-entropy loss function in
this model. The CIFA-10 dataset consists of 32 × 32 color
images with three channels (RGB) in 10 classes including
ships, planes, dogs and cats. Each class has 6000 images
where there are 40000 examples for training, 10000 for
testing and 10000 for validation.
Among them, the loss function for SVM is convex,
whereas the loss function for MLP does not satisfy this
condition. The experimental results in this setting show that
our theoretical results and proposed algorithm also work
well for models (such as MLP) whose loss functions are not
convex.
Parameter Setting. The total number of MTs U in our
experiments is set to 50. In order to conduct our experiments
conveniently, we consider the worst condition for model
convergence with i = p and δi = δp , ∀i ∈ U , where p
and δp are the smallest values of permitting. In addition, we
adopt a certain δ to study the effect of p and set δp = 0.001.
The threshold ζ in CRD method is set to 0.001. We can
note that parameter clipping C is a popular ingredient of
SGD and ML for non-privacy reasons. A proper value of
clipping threshold C should be considered for the DP based

1.5

1

0.5

5

10

Privacy Level ( p)

15

0

5

10

15

Privacy Level ( p)

Fig. 8. Value of the loss function using the original UDP, Lei’s approach,
UDP with CRD method (β = 0.9) and the optimal UDP. (a) U = 50, K =
50. (b) U = 50, K = 30.

5.3 Effects of the number of Communication Rounds
on UDP
In this subsection, we verify the convex property of UDP
for the value of T with SVM and MLP models. In Fig. 4,
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Fig. 11. Value of the loss function using the original UDP, Lei’s approach,
UDP with CRD method (β = 0.9) and the optimal UDP by a convolutional neural network (CNN) based FL for the multi-class classification task
with the dataset CIFAR-10.
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Fig. 9. Test accuracy using the original UDP, Lei’s approach, UDP with
CRD method (β = 0.9) and the optimal UDP. (a) U = 50, K = 50. (b)
U = 50, K = 30.
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Fig. 10. The number of communication rounds using UDP algorithm with
CRD method (β = 0.9). (a) U = 50, K = 50. (b) U = 50, K = 30.

we show experimental results of testing loss as a function
of T with various privacy levels using SVM. The size of
local samples is set as |Di | = 128. The observation is in line
with Theorem 2 and 3, and the reason comes from the fact
that a lower privacy level decreases the standard deviation
of additive noises and the server can obtain better quality
ML model parameters from MTs. Fig. 4 also implies that an
optimal value of T increases with a larger p .
Then, we show experimental results of the loss function
value with respect to T and privacy levels p using the MLP
network. The size of local samples is set as |Di | = 800 in
this experiment. Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the expectation of
the loss function, by varying privacy level p and the value
of T . From Fig. 5, we can observe that a large T and a small
p may lead to a worse performance in the no sampling
scenario. As shown in the second scenario with sampling
ratio q = 0.6 in Fig. 6, it also retains the same property.
5.4

Effects of Parameters on CRD

In this subsection, to evaluate our CRD algorithm, we apply
the MLP model with the standard MNIST dataset. Several
experimental settings in our case study are introduced as

Fig. 12. Test accuracy using the original UDP, Lei’s approach, UDP with
CRD method (β = 0.9) and the optimal UDP under the non-IID data
distribution.

follows. The setting including the following main parts: 1)
various initial values of T using discounting method; 2)
various privacy levels using CRD algorithm; and 3) various
discounting factors using CRD algorithm.
We evaluate the effectiveness of our CRD method, and
compare the results with the following benchmarks: 1) original UDP, in which uniform privacy budget (p ) allocation
algorithm as well as the moments accountant method [3]
is adopted in the UDP algorithm; 2) Lei’s approach [29] in
which the STD of added noise will be reduced linearly until
the privacy loss is lager than a preset p ; and 3) optimal UDP,
in which the UDP algorithm will be trained with the optimal
T (obtained by heuristic search).
Initial Value of T . In the previous experiments, the
initial value of T is set as the default. To examine the
effect of initial T , we vary its value from 150 to 300 and
measure the model convergence performance under several
fixed privacy levels. We also choose this handwritten digit
recognition task with the size of local samples |Di | = 800
and the discounting factor β = 0.9. Fig. 7 shows that when
T is closer to the optimal value of T (the optimal value of
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Fig. 13. Test accuracy using the original UDP, Lei’s approach, UDP with
CRD method (β = 0.9) and the optimal UDP under the unbalanced
setting (different number of samples for different MTs).
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Fig. 14. Value of loss function using the UDP algorithm with CRD method
with various discount factors.

T by searching is shown in the above subsection), we can
obtain a better convergence performance. This observation
is also in line with Theorem 2 and 3.
Privacy Level. We choose a handwritten digit recognition task with the initial number of communication rounds
T = 200 and the size of local samples |Di | = 800. We also
set two different sampling ratio q = 1 and q = 0.6, which
are corresponding to Fig. 8, observed by (a) and (b), respectively. In Fig. 8, we describe how value of the loss function
change with various values of the privacy level p under
original UDP (Algorithm 1), UDP with CRD (Algorithm 2)
and optimal CRD (obtain the optimal T by searching). Fig. 9
shows the test accuracy corresponding to Fig. 8. We can note
that using Algorithm 2 with discounting factor β = 0.9 can
greatly improve the convergence performance in Fig. 8 (a)
and (b), which is close to the optimal results. Moreover, our
UDP with CRD has a better performance than the optimal
results with a large p , because the UDP algorithm with
the optimal T (obtained by searching) averagely allocates
the privacy budget (p ) during the training process but our
algorithm can utilize the privacy budget more adaptively
and efficiently. In Fig. 10, we choose the same parameters
with Fig. 8 and show the change of T during training in one
experiment under the UDP algorithm with CRD method
(β = 0.9). In Fig. 10, we can find that a smaller privacy
level p will have an early end in UDP algorithm with CRD
method. The intuition is that a larger T can lead to a higher
chance of information leakage and a larger noise STD of
additive noises. Then, the CRD method may be triggered
and a decreased T will be broadcasted to chosen MTs from
the server.
In Fig. 11, we evaluate a CNN based federated learning
for the multi-class classification task with the dataset CIFAR10 in UDP with CRD, where each client has 800 training
samples locally. The protection levels are set to  = 4,  = 8,
 = 12,  = 16 and  = 20 for this experiment. In addition,
we set N = 50, K = 30, T = 200 and β = 0.9. From Fig. 11,
comparing with the original UDP and Lei’s approach, we
can note that using Algorithm 2 with discounting factor
β = 0.9 can greatly improve the convergence performance.
We also apply the MLP model with the standard MNIST

Communication Rounds Consuming
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14

16

18
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Privacy Level ( p)

Fig. 15. Communication rounds consuming using the UDP algorithm
with CRD method with various discount factors.

dataset with the settings of non-IID data distribution and
different number of samples (unbalanced) in UDP with
CRD, For the non-IID data distribution setting, each MT has
four kinds of digits with the same amount, and the variety
is different from all other MTs. In the unbalanced setting, all
MTs are divided into 5 parts and the MT in each part has
different number of training samples (400, 600, 800, 1000 and
1200, respectively ) locally. The protection levels are set to
 = 4,  = 8,  = 12,  = 16 and  = 20 for this experiment.
In addition, we set N = K = 50, T = 200 and β = 0.9
From Figs. 12 and 13, we can note that using Algorithm 2
with discounting factor β = 0.9 can greatly improve the
test accuracy comparing with the original UDP and Lei’s
approach.
Discounting Factor. In Fig. 14, we vary the value of β
from 0.5 to 0.9 and plot their convergence results of the loss
function. The size of local samples and the initial number of
communication rounds are set as |Di | = 800 and T = 200,
respectively. We observe that when the privacy level is fixed,
a larger β results in a slower decay speed of the T which
means careful adjustments of T in the training and will
benefit the convergence performance. This is consistent with
Theorem 2 and 3. With various values of different β , when
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we choose β = 0.8, the UDP algorithm with CRD method
will have the best convergence performance. In Fig. 15, we
show the communication rounds consuming (the number of
required communication rounds) with various discounting
factors using the same parameters with Fig. 14. We find
that more careful adjustments (corresponding to a larger β )
will lead to more communication rounds consuming. Hence,
we can conclude that there is a tradeoff between communication rounds consuming and convergence performance
by choosing β . As a future work, it is of great interest to
analytically evaluate the optimum value of β to minimize
the loss function.
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6

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced a UDP algorithm in
FL to preserve MTs’ privacy and proved that the UDP
algorithm can satisfy the requirement of LDP under a certain
privacy level by properly selecting the STD of additive noise
processes. Then, we have shown that there is an optimal
number of communication rounds (T ) in terms of convergence performance for a given protection level, which has
motivated us to design an intelligent scheme for adaptively
choosing the value of T . To address this problem, we have
proposed a CRD method for training an FL model, which
will be triggered when the convergence performance stops
improving. Our experiments have demonstrated that this
discounting method in the UDP algorithm can obtain a better tradeoff between convergence performance and privacy
levels. We have also noted that various initial values of T
and discounting factors β bring out different convergence
results.
It is noteworthy that the privacy budget allocation
scheme greatly affects the quality of the FL training and
the proposed CRD method also can be improved if we can
obtain an exact FL performance prediction. As a topic for
future, it is of interest to design an effective privacy budget
allocation scheme to improve the convergence performance
with a given privacy level.
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